
GAL 18 

 

(GAL 3:1-7) 

PRAY 

LAST week we discussed HOW these verses are perfect example of logic in the BIBLE.  And that BECAUSE 
(in and through the questions PAUL asks) the FOUR BASIC LAWS of LOGIC are utilized.   

As such, these verses IMPLY one truth and EXPLICITLY ESTABLISH another: 

(first of all) they imply that THE GOSPEL (though CLEAR) is NOT simple. 

And though we ALREADY talked about THIS (last week (as it relates to it not being simple either morally 
or intellectually)---IT IS the intellectual piece that I want to take some time to revisit---AND that because 
THIS (may be the AREA) where we experience the MOST NEGLECT (today). 

The THEME of this book (as we have determined in past studies) IS ALL about the GOSPEL—it is ALL 
ABOUT GTGR… 

AND yet it is filled WITH material THAT IS difficult to UNDERSTAND (something that Peter affirms about 
Paul’s writings – 2Pe 3:15). 

 This (therefore—AT THE VERY LEAST) IMPLIES that the GOSPEL—though CLEAR---is NOT simplistic.  It 
takes putting our mental faculties to work! IOW: it takes great effort with our minds—the very things 
that make us different than the animals and image-bearers of GOD—the very organ that God gave for 
the purpose of worshipping Him—an activity which is FIRST and FOREMOST mental—thinking right 
thoughts about GOD. 

This (BTW) is why idolatry (is considered the worst sin in the Bible and is defined NOT only as 
worshipping a false God – BUT ALSO – worshipping/thinking falsely the TRUE GOD. 

Which is why (also) Jesus tells us that the GREATEST commandment (i.e. the thing God wants us to obey 
more than anything else) is to love God w/ all our heart, soul and mind (i.e. our mind, mind and mind)! 

Our minds and GIVING our FULL mental efforts to thinking about GOD is what God desires most (and 
what therefore HE requires for those who would be HIS FOLLWERS---for those who would GTGR). 

YET people (today) HAVE this IDEA that IF something truly is THE GOSPEL (IOW: if we are truly GTGR), 
then it HAS to be something that doesn’t take a lot of mental effort to understand.  

And unfortunately the EXAMPLE the oftentimes is used (as the so-called “proof” that THIS must be the 
case) is children (it must be something that even a child can understand). 



And in response to that I would SAY “YES”!  --“ABSOLUTELY”! – but where is the connection between 
children (and lack of mental effort)? 

DOES NOT such “proof” DEGRADE the DISRESPECT the incredible mental potential of our children---since 
by using the example of children as support for why the GOSPEL cannot require great mental effort are 
we NOT saying something VERY NEGATIVE about the mental potential of our children? 

NOW, please don’t misunderstand what I am saying… 

I am not saying that CHILDREN (and I am primarily thinking of small children) have the ABILTY to think 
about things they way we do (For example, their ability to be linear in their thought process is just 
developing and therefore also their ability to compare and contrast or to be deductive in their reasoning 
---which means they are not always able to draw conclusions the way we can as adults)---BUT THAT 
doesn’t mean THEY DON’T THINK—or (more importantly) that they DON’T have the ability to EXERT the 
same amount of energy in ATTEMPTING to think through things (as a matter of fact, they may actually 
exert more effort—consider how a baby effectively assimilates the language of their parents through a 
that is essentially just catching random words/data as it is spoken around (or even to them) in their 
given environment (without anyone first explaining the context where/how those words are being 
used—(whether they are greetings, names, sarcasm, serious, etc) AND YET they figure it all out and 
begin communicating with it (within a few years after they are born)—TELL me that doesn’t take 
INCREDIBLE MENTAL EFFORT! 

Children (therefore—even babies) CAN (and DO) exert great mental EFFORT (which is why it is such a 
shame in so many churches that they relegate the younger the dark corners of the basement during the 
regular teaching time---making them do MINDLESS (and pointless) activities like coloring JESUS orange)! 

(BTW) this also HAS PRECEDENT in Scripture (Deu 31:12-13). 

Even children (then) --(small children!)-- CAN exert great mental effort---AND are required to w/the rest 
of the congregation --which is why ONE of the GREATEST personal crimes a parent CAN commit against 
their children is NOT requiring them to listen (or if at the age of reading) NOT make them bring Bibles 
and follow along (even take notes).  EVERYTIME a parent does that—THEY are in disobedience to WHAT 
GOD commands (as we saw in Due 31)---that THEY LISTEN and LEARN—that they EXERT great mental 
effort along with the adults—BECAUE this is WHAT GTGR requires (and until they GTGR—they will 
continue down the path that leads to their DESTRUCTION). 

And the SAME is true for ADULTS!   We can put the mental effort IN that is NEEDED – the question is—
WILL we love God enough to DO it? (Jer 29:13). 

The PONT NOT to miss:  the GOSPEL (and GTGR) is not intellectually simple –it requires great mental 
effort… 

AND this is the POINT that allows ME to segue into what OUR VERSES in GALATIANS explicitly establish 
(for us) as ANOTHER of GOD’s timeless TRUTHS…(and that is the fact that the)… 

10. GTGR requires logical thinking (1-7). 

NOT an emotional experience or euphoric moment ---BUT logical, rational thought---without that—we 
will (according to what PAUL teaches in these verses) MISS GTGR. 



 WHICH means (for many of us) rejecting what we grew up BELIEVING (which was not to think logically 
about the Christian Faith) but through the emotions and experience. 

THAT is WHAT I grew up believing (and) seeking as the sign that I had received the GOSPEL –and was 
saved---THAT (iow) was what I looked to as the proof that I had gotten the GOSPEL RIGHT (did I have an 
emotional experience?)…  

(And as a result) I lived for the EXPERIENCE –and was MOST attracted to those guys WHO could give me 
such an experience through their message – B/C (again) I grew up believing that was the KEY to GTGR – 
to knowing that I HAD truly embraced SALVATION. 

AND the BIGGER the FAME of that person through whom I was seeking to HAVE this experience---the 
MORE willing (I was) to JUST be carried AWAY by what they SAID…the MORE willing (I was) to JUST turn 
my brain off (and NOT think logically) through what they were saying to see if it even made sense 
biblically.  

And this WAS the GALATIAN churches… 

They were so “bewitched” (as Paul says in verse 1) with the APSOTLE PETER ---so “man-crush” crazy over 
PETER the Christian ROCKSTAR----and the fact that he had taken the time to come to their churches---
THAT they DIDN’T even take the time to REALLY think through the GOSPEL he was attempting to 
indoctrinate them in (and what a contradiction it was to the SOUND GOSPEL message that they had 
originally received from PAUL) at the time he planted each of them. 

THEY instead “lost their minds” in the INFATUATION FRENZY of the experience and began to “drink the 
kool-aid” of a DAMNING – FALSE GOSPEL… 

A GOSPEL they would HAVE surely identified as such—HAD they simply taken the time to think 
THROUGH it logically… 

BECAUSE this is ALWAYS the ACHILLES heel of the FALSE GOSPEL--- it is illogical… 

 Which means the CONTRAST is also TRUE---ONE of the ways you know you have THE BIBLICAL/SOUND 
GOSPEL is that IT is ALWAYS LOGICAL (this is also how you know that what you believe about any 
particular thing in the bible is RIGHT—because it will ALWAYS be logical). 

AND because that is true,  the RULES of LOGIC provide an invaluable TOOL for NOT only testing to MAKE 
sure that what we believe is SOUND/RIGHT—but also—to expose what is false (and deliver others from 
it)… 

This is why Peter says what he does in (1Pe 3:15 –“reason” = apologia = upon logic reason). 

AND this is what PAUL is doing in OUR verses… 

In an effort to the GALATIANS back to from the brink of HERETICAL DESTRUCTION---he (as I stated at the 
very beginning) USES all 4 of the LAWS of LOGIC: 

1.  The Law of Identity:  Context determines meaning and scope 
2. The Law of the Excluded Middle: If something is true, then it is not false (and therefore cannot 

be treated as false). 



3. The Law of Non-Contradiction:  Something cannot be treated as both true and false at the same 
time and in the same place (i.e. the same context). 

4. The Law of Rational Inference: Valid premises/truths can be used to draw valid conclusions 

Paul uses these 4 LAWS to EXPOSE the error of the GALATIANS’ current position/gospel---and to PROVE 
the validity of his gospel—THE SOUND and truly SAVING GOSPEL of the BIBLE.   

IOW: 

10.6. Paul uses logic to prove that his gospel is the SOUND GOSPEL.  

(or more specifically that JUSTIFICATION is now GAINED solely by Faith Alone In Christ.) 

--because this REALLY is the “gospel issue” – or –place WHERE the tension EXISTS between what PETER’s 
GOSPEL and PAUL’S (this IOW is the area where things have GONE off the TRACKS---where the ERROR 
lies in PETER’S GOSPEL). 

Under the influence of the circumcision party, Peter is (now) pushing a GOSPEL which requires NOT 
ONNLY FAITH in Christ to be justified – but also observance of those things which USED to make people 
right with GOD (i.e. justified) under the OC—the OC clean laws. 

PETER is preaching that a person NEEDS to observe THEM as well (if they are to be JUSTIFIED)… 

Things like circumcision, Sabbaths, animal sacrifices, separation and kosher foods (the so-called clean 
laws of the OT---those laws which pertain to HOW a person becomes clean/justified before GOD). 

AND so this is the SPECIFIC area of PAUL’S LOGICAL ATTACK. 

THIS is where HE launches the 4 LAWS of LOGIC. 

AND though last week we examined his use of the first three (the law of identity, excluded middle and 
non-contradiction), the PREMISES/TRUTHS that were established by those LAWS are a NECESSARY part 
of the LARGER argument which HE will USE along with the 4th (and final) LAW to draw HIS conclusion 
and prove HIS GOSPEL VIEW to be the right one. 

And so, before WE look AT that final LAW and our new material, we need to just quickly review those 
LAWS and PREMISES/TRUTHS… 

Here (then) are those LAWS and PREMISES we discussed LAST WEEK 

Through the use of 

10.6.1. The Law of Identity (Context determines meaning and scope) in verse (1) Paul establishes 

PREMISE #1: Christ alone secures our Justification. 

Then through the use of… 

10.6.2. The Law of the Excluded Middle (If something is true, then it is NOT false) 

AND… 



10.6.3. The Law of Non-Contradiction (Something cannot true be and untrue at the same time and in 
the same place/context) --Both which are twisted together and are found (and twisted together) verses 
2 through 4… 

Paul establishes his second premise… 

PREMISE # 2: The sign of Justification (the Spirit) was received by faith alone (in Christ).  

AND (again) BOTH of these are important TO the LARGER ARGUMENT (and PAUL’S ultimate 
conclusion)… 

They are also important BECAUSE these are TWO areas in the GALATIANS’ thinking that needed to be 
shored—these are the TRUTHS they had forgotten (or were in denial of) based upon their blind and 
bewitched ACCEPTANCE of PETER’S “CLEAN LAWS” GOSPEL… 

Despite the fact that  (as Paul says in verse 1 IT was what was “publicly” preached to them) they 
nonetheless had forgotten (or were in denial) of the FACT that THIS IS WHY JESUS CHRIST was crucified 
(to secure the very thing the clean laws were instituted in the first place—the very thing the CLEAN laws 
could NEVER accomplish ---justification – 2:21). 

By their acceptance of Peter’s GOSPEL they were also in denial of what they KNEW to be TRUE about the 
SPIRIT (something they all NOW possessed)---THAT HE is only given to those WHO are already justified… 

AND though these TWO premises/ truths should HAVE been enough to the SINK the ship of sloppy 
thinking being demonstrated by the GALATIANS (in relation to the FALSE GOSPEL they are currently 
embracing) PAUL ADDS the weight of a third premise (before doing so)…WHICH takes directly to the 
FINAL LAW (and our new material)…   

10.6.4. The Law of Rational Inference (Valid conclusions can be drawn by comparing equally valid and 
complimentary premises/truths). 

This is the place where PAUL will DRAW HIS LOGICAL CONCLUSION, but before doing so –there is as I 
stated—a third premise/truth he establishes (in verses5 and 6)… 

(5-6) 

10.6.3.1. Verse 5 (is essentially) a repeat of verse 2 (“Does he who supplies the Spirit to you and works 
miracles among you do so by works of the law, or by hearing with faith” v. “Did you receive the Spirit by 
works of the law or by hearing with faith” –they are both essentially asking the same question—a 
question WHICH HAS already been answered! 

10.6.3.2. So why does Paul ask it (again)? TO set the stage for WHAT will prove to BE his third PREMISE 
(which is…) 

PREMISE #3: Justification by faith alone also has historical precedent: Abraham (the father of the 
people of God). 

((6)) – “just as” = as another valid example 

10.6.3.3. (IOW):  Not only do we know that FAITH is THE way to RECEIVE JUSTIFICATION (b/c by it-the 
sign of justification---the gift of the SPIRIT--- was given to those who express it) BUT ALSO b/c this is 
what ABRAHAM DID in order to RECEIVE JUSTIFICATION (Gen 15:5). 



10.6.3.4. Which means that HISTORICAL PRECEDENT has already been set (in Scripture) for receiving 
JUSTIFICATION in this WAY…It has already been revealed  as VALID by the actions of ABRAHAM---(the 
“father of the people of GOD” – Heb 7:4 –“Abraham the patriarch” = father figure of God’s people of 
blessing and justification – 3:8). 

 10.6.3.5. Which means that faith alone (as the means to justification) is not new or a deviation from 
God’s design for receiving justification but actually where it started. 

10.6.3.6. So this premise/truth (PAUL) also establishes----AND this HE DOES as the FINAL PIECE in his 
LARGER LOGICAL ARGUMENT—the ONE HE is (now) READY to MAKE---as he ties all of these 
premises/truths TOGETHER and draws his conclusion (according to the Law of Rational Inference—
which is once more—the Law which states that valid conclusions can be drawn by comparing equally 
valid (and complimentary) premises/truths)… 

10.6.3.6. And that VALID conclusion is what we find in (verse 7)…  

(7) – “Know then” = Here is the conclusion! 

10.6.3.7. “sons of Abraham” = A popular figure of speech used in Scripture to refer to the people of God 
(e.g. Luk 19:9; Act 3:25) 

10.6.3.8. Putting it IN those terms (here then) is the conclusion Paul is drawing (by way of rational 
inference: using the prior premises as his support) = FAITH ALONE (in Christ alone) is HOW GOD’S people 
receive JUSTIFICATION (or stated another way)… 

: Justification is by faith alone in Christ alone for the people of God. 

10.6.3.9. This (then) is the culmination POINT of his argument—what all the prior established TRUTHS 
had as their determined destination---THE AGENDA PAUL had (in establishing them first)… 

Like a man building a bridge to connect two sides that are currently inhibited by a large GAP that divides 
them (in this case that “gap” is the irrational behavior of the GALATIANS in accepting PETER’S illogical 
GOSPEL), Paul (first) establish the pillars which will CARRY/SUPPORT the bridge making the 
CONNECTION—but once that is done---the BRIDGE itself is put in place (and that “bridge” is his 
conclusion)… 

A conclusion WHICH brilliantly destroys both the FALSE GOSPEL (of needing the clean laws for 
justification) while at the same time proving his position to BE the SOUND GOSPEL message. 

A conclusion WHICH is BASED on the LAWS of LOGIC!   

10.6.3.10. (And) as a means to checking his work---and ultimately RE-INFORCING HOW he does what he 
does HERE---Consider PAUL’S premises (one more time—and let’s see if we can follow the logical trail to 
his conclusion): 

PREMISE #1: Christ alone secures our Justification (since the Law cannot) . 

: JUST in Christ alone 

PREMISE # 2: The sign of Justification (the Spirit) was received by faith alone (in Christ). 

: JUST by faith alone 



PREMISE #3: Justification by faith alone also has historical precedent: Abraham (the father of the people 
of God) . 

: JUST (by faith alone) for the people of God 

: JUST = (1) + (2) + (3)   

CONCLUSION : Justification is (=) by faith alone (2,3) in Christ alone (1) for the people of God (3)  

 

10.6.3.11. An example of how this law (the law of rational inference) can be applied to the Christian 
Faith today:  When attempting to help people understand HOW the plan of salvation works in the BIBLE: 

P1:  The Bible begins and ends with a marriage (Gen 1; Rev 19) 

P2: Every saving relationship God enters into w/men in the Bible is a covenant (Hos 6; Gen 9; Gen 17; 
Exo  24; Mat 26). 

P3:  The salvific covenants of the Bible use marriage language (Jer 31; Rev 19). 

Conclusion:  Salvation in the Bible is a marriage covenant with God.   

Which means like marriage, salvation includes more than just vows we take by faith (which gains/puts 
us into the covenant relationship with God), there is also (like marriage) the life-long commitment of 
faithfulness to each other (as the means to maintaining it).  And both are necessary if the marriage is to 
survive (Isa 50:1; 1Co 10:6-12). 

10.6.3.12. So then, THIS IS (once more) the purpose of PAUL’S discourse in these 6 verses –to build a 
LOGICAL CASE for HIS GOSPEL (as the sound gospel)---TO PROVE (through such reasoning) that 
JUSTIFICATION is no longer something which needs to be sought through the observance of the OLD 
COVENANT CLEAN LAWS but simply through faith alone in Christ alone. (IOW: To do just what Peter 
commands (in 1Pe 3:15) that ALL of us as Christians should be able to DO—“to give/make a logical 
defense ”). 

 Which leads me to what we should take away from our time together here this morning---and that is 
this… 

THAT logic (Beloved) is NOT just something for the EGGHEADS in IVORY TOWERS (or knows no place in 
CHRISTIANITY)… 

Its laws ARE NOT something made up BY MEN But RATHER tools which RESIDE in the DIVINE TOOLBOX 
of God’s WORD AND therefore demand that we become adept in using them (just as Paul does with the 
GALATIANS)---and IF for no other REASON than this –THE BEST REASON of all—because IT IS required IF 
we are going to GTGR… 

Meaning if we are going to EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATE that message---AND if they are to TRULY 
UNDERSTAND and EMBRACE it---BOTH require LOGICAL THINKING… 



And that because OUR GOD is a logical GOD and HIS message to us is the same… 

THIS is what then WE MUST win people with—and TO…. 

… the SOUND, LOGICAL GOSPEL found in GOD’S LOGICAL WORD. 

May we (like Paul) become the LOGICAL thinkers and EVANGELISTS GOD has called us to BE… 

Let’s PRAY 


